Mini Rows Garden #1
by Nathan Curtis
Each Row of this garden contains two
answers reading across, except for
Rows A and J, which each have one
answer reading across the nine
protruding squares; it is up to you to
determine where the dividing line is
between two answers in the same Row.
The answers to the Bloom clues are to
be placed in the appropriately shaded
hexagons, starting in any space and
reading either clockwise or
counterclockwise. The Bloom clues
have been alphabetized, so use the Row
answers to determine where to plant
each Bloom.
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Rows

Light Blooms

Dark Blooms

Finished, as wood
Deep cracks
Business class amenity
One of over 10,000 in New York
City
Christ the ____ (Rio de Janeiro
landmark)
One way to submit your 1044 (hyph.)
Foggy Brume's enigmatic magnum opus
(2 wds.)
Way to get around Disneyland
Assessed, as a challenge (2 wds.)
Roughly a week before the new
moon (2 wds.)
Skater's jump
A little something extra
Dry grass and twigs for a camper,
perhaps
Composer Britten
Men's magazine since 1982
Shade-providing structure in a garden
Seafood appetizer, often
The "Spruce Goose," and others

Bit, like a puppy
British Honduras, today
Most common type of tiger
Part of a movie franchise
Reward for good behavior, perhaps
Secured to the dock
The "F" in FY
White Castle offering

____-beater (thrilling finish to a
March Madness game)
Come to light
Fix
Focus (on)
Mafioso's code of silence
Old-fashioned
South American mammal bred
for its fur
What the optic nerve is attached
to

Medium Blooms
Dish wrapped in a corn husk
Failed Greek flyer of myth
"Happy ____"
Impasse
Ingredient in an Alaska roll
Two-story apartment
Undergraduate's goal
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